II. INVERSE

STRATEGY
Object functions are typically approximated by a set of expansion coefficients multiplying orthogonal basis functions. In fact, in Sec. II C we describe a strategy that employs the discrete cosine transform (DCT) in conjunction with an iterative procedure to compute the expansion coefficients; it typically requires fewer terms than conventional basis function expansions.
Keeping in mind that the DCT will subsequently introduce a minor algebraic modification, we continue the derivation with the conventional basis function expansion n--O
where the a n are unknown coefficients (n=0,1,2,..
.) that form vector A, and •bn(S) constitutes the components of the n-dimensional vector cI). By substituting (12) into (8) and
noting that 6b-=0 in this case, the recorded scattering field can be written in terms of the unknown object function 6-e(s) 
where the incident field has been expressed by Pine(k0, Oln) = ½ jkO slcøs an.
This plane-wave field is launched at an angle a n . Consequently; we obtain an integral relation in terms of the un- 
where the accent circumfiex denotes estimates of the field and object functions. Approximating the estimated total field in the finite element sense 9 bs = m(r)bs, I,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,{,,,,,,,,,{,,,,,,,,,I,,,,,,,,,{,,,,,, 
